BUSINESS AGENT SPEAKS

Leo Jandreau, speaking at a meeting of the American Protestant Ministerial Association last Monday, said, "The Church and the Labor Movement share one important goal...to make the lives of Americans more happy and more secure."

Jandreau went on to say, "There has been a distorted interpretation of the labor movement in the minds of many people as the result of the McAlpin Hearing and the anti-union propaganda campaign that stemmed forth from these hearings.

"We have our bad element in the labor movement, those men who are seeking to destroy the outstanding gains that organized labor has accomplished in its work over the past years. They do it solely for the purpose of their own selfish interest. However, while we are plagued with these evils, they are no different, nor are they more prevalent in the labor movement than we find existing throughout the rest of society.

"We in the Labor Movement are not a selfish economic group...we know our welfare is tied to the welfare of all of our fellow Americans," Jandreau said. "Our program is a positive program which is good for all Americans and which will help make America strong."

Jandreau went on to explain the Legislative Program of the AFL-CIO.

A question and answer period followed the Business Agent's talk.

LAST WEEK'S WINNERS—WHY NOT JOIN THE FUN?

The following is a list of the winners on the Early News Club last week:

Ralph Irish John DeGraff
Patrick Vlaskos Ed Smith
Rosemary Urban
Art Jewett
Mary Pallott
Georgia Anastasia Don Larcac
Stella Bannock
Judith Sessions

This week's Jack-pot winner was Mary Pacek, who was awarded 10,000 stamps.

Tune in each morning 6:00 a.m. to 7:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on your dial for the "Early News".

"LABOR LOCKS AT THE NEWS"

Sponsored by Local 301, IUE
Every Sat., Sun., Wed. 6:30 A.M.

"ARE WE SECOND CLASS CITIZENS?"
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Local 301 Prepares For 1960 Negotiations

Under the leadership of the officers of Local 301, an intensive educational program was launched this week in an effort to prepare our members for the coming negotiations.

Mrs. J. M. Paterson, Secretary-Treasurer of Local 301, announced that a series of meetings for members will begin on Sunday, April 16. These meetings will be held at the union hall and will be conducted by the officers of Local 301 who will explain the principles underlying the negotiations.

"Why Prepared?" was the theme of the first meeting held on Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Paterson explained that the negotiations are not just a matter of wage increases but a struggle for recognition of the rights of workers.

"301 News" Wins Four Awards

As Labor Editors Meet at Rutgers

"301 News" was among 12 newspaper entries and 3 university newspapers entered in the first Annual Editors' Conference at Rutgers University last week.

"301 News," was awarded a first prize in the Newsroom of America's "Labor News" competition.

"SUO PLACE"-Best Article

"Why Prepared?"

"Why Prepared?" was awarded first place in the "Labor News" competition.

"FIRST PLACE"-Best Original Article

"Why Prepared?"

"Why Prepared?" was awarded first place in the "Labor News" competition.

"SECOND PLACE"-Best Original Article

"Why Prepared?"

"Why Prepared?" was awarded second place in the "Labor News" competition.

The meetings will continue throughout the week, and the union's members will be able to participate in the negotiations as they proceed.
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Scholarship Fund Rules Outlined

The executive board of Local 301 adopted the following rules governing the scholarship fund for which contributions are now being solicited:

- Contribution must be by checks of members of the union;
- The fund is for children of members of the union;
- Contributions are limited to a minimum of $100 and a maximum of $500 per contribution,
- The fund shall be used for educational expenses only, to be distributed to the children in proportion to the number of union members.

The board directed that notices must be distributed to the members of the union and that contributions be solicited through the union's local officers. The notices are to be distributed through the mail and at the union meetings. Contributions will be accepted until June 1, 1960.

Labor Programs

- WRIGHTS - Every Sat., 7:30 P.M. - Featured: "Labor Notes at the News" by David W. Jones, 6:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M. 
- "Thanksgiving Reports" by Dave Smith, 6:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M.

AID FOR DEPRESSED AREA URGED

The bridge and schools in the depressed area were in need of funds to maintain the infrastructure and provide educational opportunities for the children. The local union decided to raise funds to help alleviate the situation.

"Things to Think About"

By Fred M. Switzer

NEXT WEEK'S MEETING OF THE LOCAL 301 NEWS COMMITTEE will be held at the Union Hall at 11:00 A.M. on Friday, April 22, 1960. The committee will meet to discuss the next issue of the newspaper and to make plans for future meetings.

LEGAL CLINIC AT UNION OFFICE MONDAYS 9 A.M. to 11 A.M., 2 P.M. to 5 P.M.

Among other services provided by the legal clinic, there is a legal aid program for workers who cannot afford legal counsel. The clinic is located at the Union Hall and is open to all members of the union. Services include legal advice, legal representation, and mediation.

ATTEND YOUR MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS!

The local union's membership meetings are an important opportunity for members to stay informed about the activities of the union and to participate in its decision-making processes. Members are encouraged to attend these meetings regularly to ensure their voice is heard and their concerns are addressed.